STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC (“Morgan Stanley”) is an SEC-registered broker-dealer of a global financial services firm headquartered in New York City. One service offered by Morgan Stanley is the purchase of large amounts of shares of publicly traded stock, known as a “block” of shares, in privately arranged transactions known as “block trades.” In block trades, Morgan Stanley generally purchases the block of shares from a counterparty seller at an agreed upon discount to the prevailing market price. Morgan Stanley purchases the block of shares with the intention of re-selling the shares at a higher price. At the time of the relevant conduct, from 2018 to 2021, Morgan Stanley was a Wall Street leader in block trades. Indeed, between January 1, 2018, and August 31, 2021, the U.S. Equity Syndicate Desk (the “Desk”), the group primarily responsible for Morgan Stanley’s block trade business, generated approximately $1.4 billion in revenue from executing block trades.

2. Morgan Stanley marketed to certain potential block sellers that they would be engaged in a “confidential dialogue” with Morgan Stanley, which would limit the risk that the news of an impending block trade would be “leaked to the market.” Such a leak could negatively impact the price of the stock at issue. And because block trades are generally priced at a discount to the market close on the date the sale is concluded, this could also negatively impact the price the seller received for its block of shares. Morgan Stanley explained the risk of leaks to sellers, noting that “[w]hen soliciting bids for a block transaction, the seller exposes themselves and the issuer” to potential price decline in part due to “potential leakage of information.” Morgan Stanley marketed its process as less prone to leaks and therefore less risky than the processes run by other banks, who Morgan Stanley claimed were more likely to leak information to the market. As one marketing presentation explained, Morgan Stanley’s “team’s depth of knowledge” let it “execute at a tight discount, without testing the market.”

3. But the service that Morgan Stanley promised block sellers was not always what it delivered. From at least 2018 through August 2021, while negotiating purchases of sixteen block trades (the “Relevant Blocks”), the senior-most Morgan Stanley employee then assigned to supervise the Desk (the “Head of the Desk”) and a senior employee on the Desk (“Employee-1”) knowingly solicited the block trades by making representations about confidentiality that were both false and material. In particular, during negotiations leading up to the Relevant Blocks, the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 falsely promised certain sellers that the Desk would not disclose the upcoming block sale to buy-side investors, to avoid the risk that the price of the shares would drop if the market learned of the impending sale, which would reduce the sale price and harm the seller.

4. Contrary to these promises, the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 shared highly specific information about the Relevant Blocks with certain hedge funds before the block trades were executed. This included detailed information about the expected size, price, and precise timing of the trades, so that the hedge funds could trade on the information, generally by taking large short positions in the stock. Indeed, on multiple occasions the Head of the Desk suggested to the hedge funds exactly how to trade to make the best use of the information. In exchange, the hedge funds purchased large amounts of shares from Morgan Stanley when it executed the resulting block trade. Indeed, the Head of the Desk expressly promised certain favored buy-side investors that they would receive allocations of shares after block trades that would be sufficient
to cover the investors’ short selling. This leaking of confidential information benefited the hedge funds, who had the opportunity to profit from their short-selling. This arrangement also benefited the Desk, because the assurance that the hedge funds would purchase large amounts of shares in a block trade meant that Morgan Stanley’s risk on the transaction was lower, which gave the Desk comfort to offer a tighter and more competitive bid. Indeed, the Desk generated more than $72 million in profits for Morgan Stanley from the Relevant Blocks. But this conduct harmed the block seller, because the hedge funds’ short selling increased the risk that the public market prices of the stock would decline before the block was priced and executed, which could mean less money for the seller.

**Background**

5. Morgan Stanley’s parent corporation is organized into three principal business segments: Institutional Securities, Wealth Management, and Investment Management. The Institutional Securities Group (“ISG”) provides a variety of products and services to corporations, governments, financial institutions, and individual clients. One component of ISG is Global Capital Markets (“GCM”), and one component of GCM is U.S. Equity Capital Markets (“ECM”), of which the Desk is a part.

6. The Desk executes various equity underwriting transactions, including block trades. During the relevant time period, from approximately 2018 to 2021, approximately ten to twelve Morgan Stanley employees worked on the Desk under the supervision of the Head of the Desk.

7. A “block trade” refers to the sale of a large amount of shares of stock in a privately arranged transaction, typically with a broker-dealer at a large financial institution. Selling shareholders, which include private equity firms, corporate insiders, or other large shareholders of the relevant security, may engage in block trades in order to transact at a price certain (typically expressed as a discount to the closing market price on the day of the trade), rather than take on the market risk of selling a large number of shares in the open market. Shareholders who opt to sell their shares in a block trade accept a discount to the prevailing market price, in part to gain this price certainty.

8. There are different types of block trades. A “primary block” refers to a transaction in which the seller is the issuer of the newly-issued stock, whereas a “secondary block” refers to the re-sale of a block of previously issued stock. A “negotiated block” describes a scenario in which the seller negotiates the sale of a block with only one bank, whereas a “competitive block” is one for which the seller has solicited bids from multiple banks, who are competing with one another to offer the most competitive price. A “registered block” requires registration of the shares under the Securities Act, whereas an “unregistered block” does not have to be registered under the Securities Act, because the shares were previously registered or there is an applicable registration exemption. A “Rule 144 affiliate block” is a particular type of unregistered block, governed by SEC Rule 144 (“Rule 144”). Rule 144 provides company affiliates a safe harbor to sell restricted shares if certain requirements are met. One such requirement is the manner of sale provision, under which neither the seller nor the bank can solicit orders to buy the securities in anticipation of or in connection with the sale, with certain limited exceptions.
9. Block trades can occur prior to the opening of market, after the close of market, or intraday. One or more banks, including Morgan Stanley, offer the seller a bid for some or all of the shares the seller wishes to sell, priced at a discount to the current share price (or share price in the near future, such as at close). If the seller agrees, the bank then purchases the shares at that price, as a principal. Because the bank purchases the shares as a principal and is not merely brokering a deal between the seller and another buyer, the bank assumes the risk associated with price fluctuations in these shares until it sells them to one or more investors on the “buy side.” The bank makes money if it is able to sell the shares at a smaller discount to market price than the discount at which the bank purchased the shares.

10. When a bank such as Morgan Stanley offers for sale shares that it has acquired in a block trade, the increase in supply, and the fact that the bank is offering shares at a discount to the market price, generally depresses the share price. In situations where information about an upcoming block trade leaks to buy-side investors ahead of the transaction, investors may engage in trading strategies designed to profit from both the expected price decline and the ability to purchase shares at a discount in the block trade. For example, investors may “short” a security in anticipation of an upcoming block or sell out of an existing long position, hoping to cover their short positions or replace the shares they sold with less expensive shares that may be available after the block is executed. Such trading strategies can harm the seller of the block, by driving down the market price and thus potentially the price at which the block trade is executed. The Government has proffered, and Morgan Stanley does not dispute, that sellers have stated that confidentiality was also important because the sellers often continued to hold a significant position in the issuer’s stock after a block trade.

Marketing Materials

11. As discussed above, Morgan Stanley marketed its block trades business to potential sellers in part by suggesting that its process was characterized by a greater degree of confidentiality than that of other banks, which would reduce the chances of a price decline leading up to the block sale. Although the vast majority of the sellers of the Relevant Blocks received no marketing materials addressing confidentiality in the block trading context, Morgan Stanley’s marketing materials in general discussed the benefits of “confidential dialogue” with Morgan Stanley in the context of “negotiated” block transactions, which would involve telling only Morgan Stanley about the block, rather than “competitive” or auction processes, which would involve telling multiple banks about the block so that they could bid against each other. One example of this narrative was found in a frequently used Morgan Stanley marketing slide, which touted the merits of negotiated trades with Morgan Stanley and explained that “confidential dialogue leads to tight pricing and no slippage vs. +120bps of price leakage in auctions.” A second slide, which highlighted the success of a particular negotiated block, noted that “MS’s advice to keep the bid process to a single bank stopped information from leaking into the market and ultimately allowed [the seller] to receive a tight bid against an unaffected price.”

12. A third slide, shown below, contrasted Morgan Stanley’s success at negotiated blocks with an example of a competitive block, where Morgan Stanley alleged that after the seller solicited bids from five banks, the “trade [was] leaked to the market, driving [the stock price] down into the close.” Morgan Stanley explained that, “[w]hen soliciting bids for a block transaction, the seller exposes themselves and the issuer to intraday price risk,” in part due to “potential leakage
of information.” Working with only “one bank,” in contrast, allowed a seller to “avoid information leakage.” Morgan Stanley stated that its “syndicate’s sector expertise and leading equity distribution platform allow[ed]” it “to effectively price your stock without ‘testing the waters’ in the open market.”
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13. In May 2021, two Morgan Stanley employees referred to similar slides as “bad boy” slides in an email exchange involving the Head of the Desk, concerning how to convince a potential seller to do a negotiated block with Morgan Stanley. An ECM employee suggested showing the potential seller “some of the examples of what happens if you bring others into the loop as we have many examples (incl 1 last week) of where our competitors leak the deal, push the share price down, and then offer a tight discount as if that was a good sequence for the client.” The suggested “bad boy” slides included a slide titled “How Much Would An Auction Cost You?” This slide highlighted a particular block whose share price had declined during the auction process, and blamed the price decline on “the poor behavior of [Bank-1],” who the slide claimed “Tests Levels & Assembles Demand at the Cost of Your Closing Price.” The slide contrasted Bank-1 with Morgan Stanley, noting that “Morgan Stanley was able to execute” a different block “at a tight discount, without testing the market given the team’s depth of knowledge in the security, Chinese ADR market, and current buy-side appetite.”

14. Sellers were also told that the Desk’s location on the private side of Morgan Stanley’s business provided further assurance that news of their block would not leak. An IBD employee sent a deck to a seller that contained the “confidential dialogue leads to tight pricing”
language discussed above, and further wrote: “attaching our creds in the block space. MS continues to be #1 by a wide margin. As far as what differentiates us, we’re the only shop who does everything (pricing / sizing) fully on the private side. All others will wall-cross traders to inform views, which leads to leaks / selloffs. [The Head of the Desk], cc’d, who heads our ECM syndicate desk (and sits on the private side), has the full authority to size and price each trade.” In this message, the IBD employee touted Morgan Stanley’s handling of blocks entirely on the “private side” of its business, which it argued avoided “leaks” and resulting “selloffs” in the stock. In another example, an ECM employee sent a seller a slide deck in November 2018 noting that “Morgan Stanley’s process utilizes investment banking relationships via its Capital Markets group (private side of the wall) to manage confidential risk processes separately from sales & trading, with an ability to take $1Bn+ of risk on any given day.” Later in the same deck, Morgan Stanley touted as one of its key assets its “Discretion,” described as “Information Barriers that separate the private and public sides of the Firm allow[] for a nimble risk process with decisions made within capital markets, not by personnel in Sales and Trading Distribution.”

15. This messaging about confidentiality was reinforced by the way in which the Desk described Morgan Stanley’s financial stake in block trades. The Desk repeatedly described Morgan Stanley as being “on risk” for the shares, until it was able to allocate them. When explaining how it made money on blocks, the Desk stated that it would “aim to distribute the shares at a marginally higher price to compensate for the risk of the transaction and balance sheet use.” Other marketing slides reiterated that in a block trade, “Morgan Stanley acts as principal and commits balance sheet capital to purchase the stock.” In other words, the Desk held out the discount it required from sellers against the market price (effectively, its pricing for the block trade) as justified, at least in part, by Morgan Stanley taking on the risk of purchasing blocks and having to later find willing buyers. However, with respect to the Relevant Blocks, Morgan Stanley reduced that risk because the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 had already secured willing purchasers by providing them with information about the blocks—information that the Desk had promised the sellers would be kept confidential—for the purchasers to use to their own advantage. But when Employee-1 described in an email to a potential block seller how the Desk arrived at its discount, Employee-1 described none of this, and instead claimed that the Desk’s “methodology of coming up with the discount is fairly straightforward: we take into account the size of shares sold, the typical volume the stock trades, the volatility of the stock, and how stable the stock has been or not in the prior week or two,” and assured the potential seller that “[w]e don’t speak to people ahead of time to avoid leaks etc.”

16. When Morgan Stanley’s marketing materials referenced investor outreach, the materials suggested that such outreach would be done only to investors that had been wall-crossed. Sellers were told that while block trades were one option for selling their shares, another option was an “overnight with wall-cross and backstop,” which was described as a registered sale that would “launch[] publicly after wall-crossing several investors capable of acting as anchor investors.” The stated advantage of this “overnight with a wall-cross” was that “anchor investor feedback helps provide early pricing insight ahead of public launch.” In other slides shown to potential sellers, the possibility of wall-crossing a select number of investors “ahead of launch to maximize demand visibility/pricing” was offered as a possible way to execute a registered block trade. But the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 did not wall cross any investors before sharing confidential information about the Relevant Blocks with them.
17. The Head of the Desk and Employee-1 engaged in conduct that was inconsistent with these marketing materials and unknown to the other Morgan Stanley employees who made the representations discussed above. The Head of the Desk and Employee-1 understood how Morgan Stanley intended its employees to conduct the blocks business, in part because Morgan Stanley described its expectations in these marketing materials. In addition, the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 were aware of and received training concerning Morgan Stanley’s policies on the treatment of confidential information, which clearly prohibited their conduct. Yet, the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 ignored and violated these principles and policies when dealing in the Relevant Blocks.

Offense Conduct

18. From at least 2018 through August 2021, while negotiating purchases of the Relevant Blocks, the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 knowingly made representations regarding confidentiality to block sellers that were both false and material to the relevant transactions. In particular, the Head of the Desk, Employee-1, and other employees on the Desk promised confidentiality to the sellers of the Relevant Blocks. These representations of confidentiality were important to block sellers because leaks to the market risked driving down the market price of the stock, which could decrease the money the sellers received for the block sales. The Head of the Desk, Employee-1, and other employees on the Desk were aware of these risks and knew of the importance of confidentiality to sellers. As described above, the Head of the Desk, Employee-1, and other employees on the Desk also marketed their blocks service as superior to that of other banks, who they claimed were more likely to leak information about an upcoming block trade to the market prior to assuming ownership of the shares.

19. But instead of keeping the information about the Relevant Blocks confidential, as sellers were promised, the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 shared highly specific information about the Relevant Blocks with buy-side investors, including information about the size and precise timing of the trades in the Relevant Blocks. In the days leading up to the execution of the Relevant Blocks, the Head of the Desk often called his favored investors multiple times per day, keeping them apprised of each development in the Head of the Desk’s conversations with block sellers. On multiple occasions, after getting off the phone with a potential seller, the Head of the Desk’s very next call was to a buy-side investor, to share the updates.

20. Certain of these calls are described below. These calls were not recorded by Morgan Stanley, nor did they take place on a regularly-recorded line, unless otherwise noted. Rather, the Government obtained the calls described below, as well as other calls in which Morgan Stanley employees discussed block trades, in the course of its investigation.

21. Using the confidential information that the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 provided to them, buy-side investors made trades in advance of the Relevant Blocks, such as short selling the relevant stock or selling down their long positions.

22. The Head of the Desk and Employee-1’s conversations with buy-side investors about the Relevant Blocks were not merely to gather information about buy-side interest in a potential block. Rather, as noted above, the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 provided buy-side investors with detailed, specific information about the timing of the blocks, the sizes of the blocks,
the sellers, the sellers’ reasons for trading, the likely pricing, and the seller’s price sensitivity levels. Further, the Head of the Desk at times also counseled investors on how they should trade. For example, the Head of the Desk at times told investors how many shares they should sell short in advance of the block, suggested that an investor hedge a registered block beforehand with a comparable stock, assured investors that they could continue to short a stock because they were promised a large allocation in the upcoming block, and discussed how an investor’s trading could keep a stock price above or below a certain level. For example, in a series of conversations about an upcoming block trade, the Head of the Desk gave a New York-based trader at a large hedge fund (“Investor-1”) detailed information about the Head of the Desk’s discussions with a block seller about an impending block trade. Investor-1 then shared with the Head of the Desk detailed information about Investor-1’s short sale of 1.5 million shares of the stock, and obtained reassurances that when the block occurred, the Head of the Desk would give Investor-1 a block allocation large enough to cover Investor-1’s short position. Investor-1 and the Head of the Desk referred to this practice as “protecting” Investor-1.

23. This practice benefited Morgan Stanley by allowing it to bid on blocks with greater confidence in the bank’s ability to quickly resell the shares that it acquired in block trades and thus reduce the risk to the bank’s balance sheet posed by price movement in the stock.

24. But that benefit to the bank came at the expense of the sellers of the Relevant Blocks. The product that the Head of the Desk and other Morgan Stanley employees promised those sellers was not the one that the Desk delivered. After marketing the Desk’s services to block sellers with promises of confidentiality, the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 violated those promises. This deprived the sellers of the confidential treatment that they had negotiated for, and which they deemed important. It also reduced the risk to Morgan Stanley of purchasing the shares and increased the risk to the seller of a price decline, unbeknownst to the seller.

**Examples of Misconduct**

25. The Star Bulk Carriers Corporation (“SBLK”) blocks that Morgan Stanley executed on May 25 and June 21, 2021 provide an illustrative example of these express promises of confidentiality by the Head of the Desk, immediately followed by leaks to buy-side investors.

- The Government has proffered, and Morgan Stanley does not dispute, that beginning in April 2021, when the SBLK seller expressed interest in selling shares in a block, multiple Morgan Stanley employees, including the Head of the Desk, committed to keeping the fact of the upcoming block confidential. Indeed, the Desk highlighted confidentiality in materials prepared in advance of a conversation with the seller. In addition to the Head of the Desk’s own conversations about confidentiality with the SBLK seller, the Head of the Desk also received an email from another Morgan Stanley employee on April 29, 2021, noting that the SBLK seller “was VERY focused on confidentiality.”

- In contravention of these promises and representations proffered by the Government and undisputed by Morgan Stanley, the Head of the Desk kept the founder of a New York-based hedge fund (“Investor-2”) updated on an almost daily basis about the specific details of Morgan Stanley’s discussions with the seller. For example, during a call at 10:56 a.m. on May 17, 2021, the Head of the Desk told Investor-2 to “take a look at” SBLK. The
Head of the Desk said that Morgan Stanley was in discussions with a seller about a 10 million-share unregistered block trade, that SBLK was expected to announce earnings the following week, and that he thought the seller could “give it to me soon thereafter, I think want to go pretty soon thereafter.”

- At 8:43 p.m. the same day, the Head of the Desk confirmed with Investor-2 that the SBLK block would be happening after the company announced earnings and that “the trade size is like nine million shares.” The Head of the Desk also sought to confirm that Investor-2 would be taking an allocation from Morgan Stanley, by asking Investor-2 whether SBLK “felt okay” to him. Investor-2 confirmed that SBLK was “fine,” and that “everything that we talked about today I think is fine. If anything happen I will be . . . .” The Head of the Desk responded: “You’ll be decent size.”

- In a subsequent call on May 19 at 6:23 p.m., the Head of the Desk confirmed to Investor-2 that the block would be “probably Friday morning.” Investor-2 responded, “10 million shares . . . count me in for two at least.”

- During these conversations, beginning on May 17 and continuing through May 20, 2021, Investor-2 shorted SBLK stock, shorting 280,225 shares on May 17; 255,927 shares on May 18; 181,512 shares on May 19; and 506,843 shares on May 20. The Government has proffered, and Morgan Stanley does not dispute, that prior to these trades, Investor-2 had never traded in SBLK.

- The Government has proffered, and Morgan Stanley does not dispute, the following: The seller was prepared to execute a block sale to Morgan Stanley on May 20, but between the close of the market on May 19 and the close of the market on May 20, SBLK’s share price dropped approximately 6.8%. The seller was surprised, since similar companies and the relevant index had not experienced any decline. The seller told Morgan Stanley that it would not be going ahead with the block. The seller later confronted the Head of the Desk about whether Morgan Stanley had leaked the upcoming block to the market. The Head of the Desk lied, falsely assuring the seller that no Morgan Stanley employees had disclosed the upcoming block to the buy side.

- On May 20 at 11:18 a.m., the Head of the Desk told Investor-2, “Star Bulk I think with it being down 10, look, they– it got extended, uhm, but I think the right advice is probably not to go tomorrow morning, so you know, uh, uh, I still think it’s topical but just, just FYI.”

- By May 24, 2021, the stock’s price had rallied. At 3:22 p.m., the Head of the Desk again updated Investor-2 about the Head of the Desk’s discussion with the SBLK seller, but cautioned Investor-2 about shorting the stock in a way that could push down the stock price and decrease the seller’s desire to transact. Specifically, the Head of the Desk told Investor-2 that he was going to call the seller and that he thought the seller “would want to go here, but I, you know, who knows, and there may be a way [unintelligible (“U/I”)] – just, whatever there you’re doing, just you know, don’t go any faster, don’t go any slower. Just let me figure out what to do there.”
• The seller and Morgan Stanley executed a block trade of 10,630,000 shares of SBLK after the close of the market that day, and Morgan Stanley thereafter allocated two million shares to Investor-2. Investor-2 used some of these two million shares to cover the short position that he entered into on the recommendation of the Head of the Desk. When Investor-2 told the Head of the Desk that he had needed one million SBLK shares to cover his short position, the Head of the Desk responded “Ok, fine. So not so bad.”

• The Government has proffered, and Morgan Stanley does not dispute, the following: In June 2021, the same seller decided to explore selling another SBLK block to Morgan Stanley on a negotiated basis. The seller again discussed the importance of confidentiality with Morgan Stanley, including the Head of the Desk, and specifically cited concerns about the May 20 stock price decline. Morgan Stanley employees assured the seller that Morgan Stanley would execute the sale “the right way.”

• On June 16 at 8:35 a.m., the seller reached out to Morgan Stanley, including the Head of the Desk, to schedule a call about SBLK for 12:30 p.m. At 12:04 p.m., shortly before his scheduled call with the seller, the Head of the Desk told Investor-2 that the seller was contemplating the sale of SBLK shares in a registered block of two million shares, and suggested that Investor-2 sell a portion of the shares that Investor-2 currently owned, so that Investor-2 could “replac[e] what you have with cheaper stock,” meaning SBLK stock that Investor-2 could purchase at a discount in the block.

• The Head of the Desk then spoke with the seller at 12:30 p.m. Shortly thereafter, at 1:03 p.m., he called Investor-2 and told him that the seller could not execute the block until Monday. The Head of the Desk also gave Investor-2 suggestions for how to trade to maximize his ability to profit from the block:

  Head: So they can’t go until Monday.

  Inv-2: Okay.

  Head: Uhh so I would still sell it up there. Maybe you go back to like a 24 low uhh or something along those lines. And obviously now you’ve got a couple days, but uh just FYI.

  Inv-2: Okay. Got it, got it. So it’s a Monday thing. Okay.

  Head: Yeah they got to go do– they haven’t done any of the things they need to get done to go. So they’re not ready to do it yet and it’s about 2 million shares.

• Investor-2 sold large quantities of SBLK stock following these calls, at prices ranging from $23.80 to $22.09 per share: 127,257 shares on June 16; 5,200 shares on June 17; 49,880 shares on June 18; and 199,629 shares on June 21.

• On June 21, Morgan Stanley executed the SBLK block after the markets had closed. That day at 5:54 p.m., the Head of the Desk asked if Investor-2 had sold the “full 600” thousand
shares Investor-2 owned on June 16, and Investor-2 confirmed that Investor-2 had sold “500” thousand shares, as suggested by the Head of the Desk in their previous calls. Investor-2 then accepted an allocation of 1.1 million shares of SBLK for $22.00 per share. In other words, as suggested by the Head of the Desk on June 16, Investor-2 had sold out of SBLK shares and then replaced them in the block “with cheaper stock,” since the block shares were sold at a discount.

26. Another example concerns Morgan Stanley’s handling of a potential block of stock in iHeartMedia, Inc. (“IHRT”) beginning in June 2021:

- The Government has proffered, and Morgan Stanley does not dispute, the following: After promising the seller confidentiality, the Head of the Desk called Investor-2 on a regular basis to update Investor-2 of the status of block discussions. In a call on July 20, 2021, the Head of the Desk told Investor-2 that IHRT was one that he was “looking at” and Investor-2 responded that he did not “have too strong a view on that one,” and that he would “look at it.” Beginning that same day, Investor-2 began shorting hundreds of thousands of shares of IHRT. The Government has proffered, and Morgan Stanley does not dispute, that prior to that call from the Head of the Desk, Investor-2 had not traded in IHRT since July 2020, a year prior.

- On August 5, 2021, the Head of the Desk asked Investor-2 about Investor-2’s position in IHRT, and advised Investor-2 on how to trade to preposition for the block:

  Head: Quick question for you. So iHeart.
  Inv-2: Yes.
  Head: Do you have a position on yet?
  Inv-2: I do. Short.
  Head: Short.
  Inv-2: Let’s see how much. 350K.
  Head: Ok. So here’s the thing. If the stock is like north of 27, I can bring like 6 million shares down uh a dollar.
  Inv-2: Ok.
  Head: The stock reported– earnings were good. The stock was trading for two seconds at 27. Then it stopped trading.
  Inv-2: Mhmm.
  Head: Just keep an eye on it tomorrow morning.
  Inv-2: Mhmm.
Head: But if it gets above 27 on earnings I could have something to do.

Inv-2: Ok. That could trade intraday and all that, right?

Head: Could trade intraday. It’s free stock. It was originally 7 million shares– now it’s 6.

Inv-2: Mhmm.

Head: I know of at least one other guy that needs to buy a million. (U/I) another two. So my view would be on a 6 million share trade you need to buy 350 now. Maybe find a way to– you need to buy another 350 so you buy 2 million in total. We go out to the room or we go out quietly.

Inv-2: Mhmm.

Head: As long as you get your supply. I think there’s other people that are definitely aware of it. No question.

Inv-2: Some other people shopped this as well.

Head: Yeah. No I think, yeah. I think it was us versus [another bank] on this thing. But the way I have it lined up with somebody now. If I can do the trade down a buck meaning a buck to the buyers I have to buy down 5. So I make 25 cents, the buyers make (U/I), they’re fine with that as long as they can get pretty close to a 27 stock price. So let’s catch up in the morning. Let’s see how it’s trading then.

Inv-2: Sounds good.

Head: And then we can go from there.

Inv-2: Ok. Works.

Around thirty minutes after this call, the Head of the Desk told Employee-1 “iHeart tomorrow. But I got [Investor-2] on the case.” Employee-1 responded “Oh, good.”

- On the same day, the Head of the Desk called Employee-1 and told Employee-1 that Morgan Stanley was going to execute an intraday block purchase of IHRT the next day. The Head of the Desk asked Employee-1 to “think about iHeart with” Investor-1, and to figure out “what [Investor-1] wants to do.” Employee-1 and Investor-1 were sharing a rental house in the Hamptons at the time. The next day, around 8:12 a.m., the Head of the Desk informed Investor-1 directly that Morgan Stanley would be executing a 6 million share unregistered block intraday, and Investor-1 told the Head of the Desk “however much you need me to take I’ll take.”
When confronted about whether he was leaking information, the Head of the Desk made misleading statements suggesting he had not. As described above, by 9:30 a.m. on August 6, 2021, the Head of the Desk had leaked information about the IHRT block to Investor-2 and Investor-1. That day, the price of IHRT shares declined, even though IHRT had just announced favorable earnings and the broader market that day was flat or up. At 9:56 a.m., the seller messaged the Head of the Desk that they were “pencils down” on the block, and that, “[t]his stock performance smells fishy though. My gut says the block potential was not quite 100% private.” The Head of the Desk did not admit to leaking the information to at least two different hedge funds, and instead responded “You could be right. But there really is not enough volume on tape to know anything.” At 1:04 p.m., the Head of the Desk and the seller again messaged about the price decline, and the Head of the Desk stated “I know [Bank-2] was out there two weeks ago talking about supply. But not heard anything today.” Ultimately, the seller decided not to do a block trade in August 2021.

27. Hedge fund investors who received confidential information from the Head of the Desk and Employee-1 about upcoming blocks recognized that this information allowed them to profit in ways they otherwise would not have. For example, an investor working at a Nevada-based hedge fund (“Investor-3”) told the Head of the Desk in an August 2021 call, “I know who my daddy is,” referring to the assistance that the Head of the Desk had provided Investor-3 in profiting from block trades. Investor-3 stated in the same call, again referring to block trades, that the Head of the Desk had “put [Investor-3] in the fucking game,” and that Investor-3 “would be at the kiddie table if it wasn’t for” the Head of the Desk.

28. The Head of the Desk even lied to other Morgan Stanley employees about his leaks to buy-side investors. At 7:17 a.m. on August 6, 2021, the Head of the Desk had a call with a Morgan Stanley employee on the public side of the bank (“Employee-2”). During the call, the Head of the Desk told Employee-2 that certain buy-side investors, including Investor-2, needed to buy shares in the coming IHRT block to cover their short positions. As described above, by this time, the Head of the Desk had informed Investor-2 of the upcoming IHRT block, and had instructed Employee-1 to inform Investor-1 of the block. Employee-2 expressed astonishment that so many investors were “set up,” or prepositioned, ahead of blocks, asking “how are they set up for every one of these fucking things?!” The Head of the Desk blamed another bank for leaking information about the IHRT block to buy-side investors, and stated, “some of my counterparts at other places are taking no blind risk.” The Head of the Desk did not explain that in fact he was the one avoiding “blind risk” to Morgan Stanley by getting his preferred investors “set up,” or prepositioned, in advance of blocks by disclosing confidential information.

**BWIC Emails**

29. In the examples of Relevant Blocks discussed above, certain Morgan Stanley personnel promised certain sellers confidentiality orally, or led certain sellers to believe that Morgan Stanley would keep the information confidential, and then the Head of the Desk leaked information about the impending block trade to certain buy-side investors. For other Relevant Blocks, Morgan Stanley personnel promised a seller confidentiality via a bid wanted in competition email (“BWIC Email”). Before sending these BWIC Emails, the seller or its representative called Morgan Stanley to ask if Morgan Stanley wanted to participate in a competitive bidding process for a block. If Morgan Stanley said that it wished to participate, the
seller sent the BWIC Email, which generally included language stating that, by opening the email, Morgan Stanley agreed to keep the information confidential. On at least three occasions, the Head of the Desk or Employee-1 leaked information to buy-side investors after Morgan Stanley received BWIC Emails with express confidentiality language.

30. To take one example of a Relevant Block, on June 20, 2018, a representative of a block seller of 10 million shares of Canada Goose (“GOOS”) called a member of the Desk shortly before 2 p.m., then sent a BWIC Email to the Desk at 2:01 p.m. stating, “By opening these documents you agree to treat them as highly confidential, and neither their contents nor the existence of this potential transaction will be shared or discussed with anyone outside your firm.” At 2:36 p.m., Investor-3 called Employee-1 using Investor-3’s recorded desk line and asked if there was anything Investor-3 “should be focusing on for, uh, tonight, tomorrow.” Employee-1 responded, “How is your store of cold weather jackets,” and chuckled. They continued to discuss the potential block, and Investor-3 ended the call by stating, “That will be a big focus then, you know? All right, I appreciate it, I’ll go to work on it. Thanks, man.” From approximately 2:42 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Investor-3 used swaps to synthetically short 199,989 shares of GOOS. Between 2:00 p.m., when the BWIC Email was sent out, and the market close that day, the share price of GOOS declined approximately 4.25%. Investor-3 covered his short position over the next three days using an allocation from the block, which was executed by another financial institution, resulting in a total profit to Investor-3 of approximately $760,000.

Controls

31. At all relevant times, Morgan Stanley had in place controls that were designed, in part, to prevent or to detect the type of conduct described above and related misconduct in the block trades business. Those controls, however, were not effective in several important respects.

32. First, Morgan Stanley failed to take steps to ensure that confidentiality commitments that the ECM personnel made to block sellers were being documented and disseminated to others within ECM, thereby increasing the risk that those commitments would not be honored. For example, ECM coverage employees, who were often the first point of contact at Morgan Stanley for potential block sellers, frequently promised these potential block sellers that Morgan Stanley would keep information about impending blocks completely confidential, but Morgan Stanley had no system in place to document that such commitments had been made or to ensure that Desk personnel were aware of such commitments.

33. Second, Morgan Stanley did not have effective controls in place to ensure that the Desk was complying with SEC Rule 144 for Rule 144 affiliate blocks. A number of Desk personnel—including long-tenured employees and the Head of the Desk’s supervisor—were unfamiliar with, or misunderstood, the pre-solicitation restrictions imposed by Rule 144. When executing Rule 144 affiliate blocks, Morgan Stanley employees sent signed letters to the sellers, certifying that Morgan Stanley had met Rule 144’s manner of sale restrictions because, among other things, Morgan Stanley had not “solicited or arranged for the solicitation of . . . customers’ orders to buy the Stock in anticipation of or in connection with the sale of the Stock by the Seller,” except for, among several exceptions, “inquiries of customers who have indicated an unsolicited

1 In 2018, Investor-3 worked at a Hong Kong-based hedge fund in London.
bona fide interest in the Company’s stock within the preceding 10 business days” (the “Broker Rep Letters”). These Morgan Stanley employees signed the Broker Rep Letters on behalf of Morgan Stanley on the assumption that others on the Desk, including the Head of the Desk and Employee-1, had abided by Rule 144’s manner of sale requirements with respect to the block at issue. But Morgan Stanley had no process in place to verify whether Morgan Stanley employees abided by those requirements, and the Head of the Desk in fact did not abide by those requirements with respect to certain block trades.

Remediation

34. After Morgan Stanley learned of the Department of Justice’s investigation into its block trading practices, it took significant steps to remediate the problems on the Desk, including by issuing a new U.S. GCM Equity Capital Markets Block Trade Information Policy, and training the Desk on the new policy. The new policy makes clear that Morgan Stanley employees cannot engage in single-name discussions regarding a specific issuer or its security if (i) a “Two-Way Dialogue” with a seller has occurred or a confidentiality obligation has been established with a seller, unless the employee obtains advance approval from GCM management and LCD. “Two-Way Dialogue” is defined as “a circumstance in which Personnel (i) have communicated with an issuer or seller about its potential Block Trade and (ii) the issuer or seller has provided any indication that it may transact in the potential Block Trade (even if such transaction remains contingent or conditional or otherwise uncertain).” The policy notes that, “[f]or the avoidance of doubt,” Two-Way Dialogue includes the receipt of a BWIC Email or a “Mandate,” defined as a communication by a seller or issuer to engage the Desk with a block trade. The policy also requires that all employees log with the Desk, in a block tracker database, any Two-Way Dialogue or confidentiality obligation. In the subsequent training, the Desk was provided with a summary flowchart telling them when single-name discussions with buy-side investors are permissible.